Be Well Farms™
Plowing the Past to Cultivate Our Future
Understanding Today’s New World of Wellness
Abstract
Cannabis is literally an ancient drug. It has been used for thousands of years for
therapeutic purposes. This foundation paper will provide you with some astounding facts
to open the entirely new world of “wellness”. We look forward to having you visit our
Cannabis farm which is located in Chelan County in the state of Washington to learn more
about how we’re helping to make an impact based on the educational topics which are
covered below.

Overview
Be Well Farms™ is an advocate in educating our agri-tourism farm guests regarding the amazing
world of Cannabis-derived therapeutics and the scientific research which drives it. We pay
homage to the quantum leap in the research and development of botanical drugs and Cannabis
derived therapeutics based on a wellness-changing paradigm which shook the world of health in
1992. That was the year when the Endocannabinoid System was discovered to exist within the
human body. The Endocannabinoid System now joins the eleven (11) other important organ
systems which work together to maintain a functioning human body including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Circulatory
Digestive
Excretory
Endocrine
Muscle
Immune
Integumentary
Nervous
Reproductive
Respiratory
Skeletal

The discovery of the Endocannabinoid System is not only significant, but it is also a world- and
life-changing discovery because the newly revealed findings will help scientists to tackle some of
the most devastating diseases, illnesses and chronic conditions are known to afflict humans. The
medical conditions which relate to Cannabis derived therapeutics are astoundingly many and they
include the following fifty-three (53) documented areas of research:
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Acne
ADD & ADHD
Addiction & Alcoholism
AIDS
ALS (Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis)
Anorexia
Antibiotic Resistance
Anxiety
Arthritis
Asthma
Atherosclerosis
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD)
Autoimmune Diseases
Bipolar
Cancer
Colitis & Crohn's Disease
Depression
Diabetes
Endocrine Disorders
Epilepsy & Seizures
Fibromyalgia
Glaucoma
Heart Disease
Huntington's Disease (HD)
Inflammation
Inflammatory Bowel Disorder (IBD)
Irritable Bowel Syndrome (IBS)
Kidney Disease
Liver Disease
Metabolic Syndrome
Migraines
Mood Disorders
Motion Sickness
Multiple Sclerosis (MS)
Nausea
Neurodegeneration
Obesity
OCD (Obsessive Compulsive Disorder)
Osteoporosis/Bone Health
Pain
Parkinson's Disease
Prion Disease (Mad Cow)
PTSD (Post Traumatic Stress Disorder)
Rheumatism
Schizophrenia
Sickle Cell Anemia
Skin Conditions
Sleep Disorders
Spinal Cord Injuries
Stress
Stroke
Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI)
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53. Wellness

We are committed to helping our in-state and out-of-state farm guests to gain an appreciation of
the research activities that are underway around the world and how Cannabis is at the epicenter
of this new wellness awakening. The following article was written by Julia Granowicz and
published by The Marijuana Times in March of 2016.

Understanding The New World of Wellness
“Have you ever wondered why marijuana affects us the way it does? What is it that makes THC1
and CBD2 react with our bodies, healing and offering relief to the ill? What makes this plant such
a diverse medicine, able to treat such a large number of vastly different conditions?
If you had asked this question fifty years ago, there wouldn’t have been an answer for you to find.
Unfortunately, the extraction methods available in the early 1900s made it difficult to determine
which one of the 80+ cannabinoids found in Cannabis was the psychoactive cannabinoid
responsible for the effects of marijuana.
The truth is, it’s only been in the last couple of decades that scientists have truly even begun to
understand the ways Cannabis works within our bodies.
It all started with a scientific breakthrough in 1964, when a scientist from Israel named Raphael
Mechoulam was able to identify and isolate THC for the first time – just prior to which they were
able to identify CBD as well.
Being able to isolate these cannabinoids for the first time was the first stepping stone in
discovering the endocannabinoid system – a biological system that can be found in just about any
living thing with vertebrae.
“By using a plant that has been around for thousands of years, we discovered a new physiological
system of immense importance,” says Raphael Mechoulam, the dean of the transnational
cannabinoid research community. “We wouldn’t have been able to get there if we had not looked
at the plant.”
In 1988, the first cannabinoid receptor was found in the brain of a rat. Initially found by Allyn
Howlett and William Devane these cannabinoid receptors turned out to be plentiful in the brain –
more so than any other neurotransmitter receptor.
Soon after this discovery researchers started using a synthetic form of THC (which is actually
FDA approved these days, to treat severe nausea and wasting syndrome) to start mapping the
CB receptors in the brain. Not much of a surprise, the receptors were located primarily found in
the regions responsible for mental and physiological processes including memory, higher
cognition, motor coordination, appetite and emotions among other places.
This would only begin to explain how cannabinoids affect our brains and bodies – already
however, it was becoming clear that cannabinoids likely played a larger part in our physiology
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Tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) is one of at least 113 cannabinoids identified in cannabis. THC is the
principal psychoactive constituent of cannabis. With chemical name (−)-trans-Δ⁹-tetrahydrocannabinol,
the term THC also refers to cannabinoid isomers.
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Cannabidiol (CBD) is a phytocannabinoid discovered in 1940. It is one of some 113 identified
cannabinoids in cannabis plants, accounting for up to 40% of the plant's extract.
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than we ever expected. After all, why would we have cannabinoid receptors if cannabinoids could
only be delivered from external sources?
It wasn’t until two years later in 1990 before the next big breakthrough; when Lisa Matsuda
announced at the National Academy of Science’s Institute of Medicine that she and her
colleagues at the National Institute of Mental Health had managed to pinpoint the DNA sequence
that defines a THC-sensitive receptor in a rat’s brain.
Not long after this announcement they were able to successfully clone that receptor – allowing
them to create molecules that “fit” or “activate” the receptors. Scientists were also able to develop
genetically altered mice that lacked this specific receptor – meaning THC should have no effect
on them.
When THC was given to the “knockout mice” as they were called, they found that because the
THC had nowhere to bind, there was no way to trigger any psychoactive activity – proving once
and for all that THC works by activating specific cannabinoid receptors in the brain and central
nervous system.
Soon after, in 1993, a second cannabinoid receptor was found – as a part of the immune and
nervous systems. Dubbed CB2 (the CB receptors in the brain officially dubbed CB1 receptors)
receptors they are found to be plentiful throughout the gut, spleen, liver, heart kidneys, bones,
blood vessels, lymph cells and even the reproductive organs.
However that curious, pesky question remained unanswered – why do we have
cannabinoid receptors in the first place?
The answer to that question started to unfold in 1992, when the first endocannabinoid was
discovered. Anandamide was the first, naturally occurring endogenous cannabinoid, or
endocannabinoid. It was found by Raphael Mechoulam as well as NIMH researchers William
Devane and Dr. Lumir Hanus.
This is still only one of two known and relatively well-understood endocannabinoids. It attaches
to the same CB receptors as THC and it was named after the Sanskrit word for bliss.
A second endocannabinoid was identified in 1995, discovered by none other than Mechoulam’s
group yet again. This second major endocannabinoid was dubbed 2-arachidonoylglycerol or “2AG” to keep it simple. This particular endocannabinoid attaches to both CB1 and CB2 receptors.
It was these discoveries, working backward, tracing the metabolic pathways of THC, which
allowed scientists to discover an entirely unknown molecular signaling system that resides
within us – and within thousands of other biological lifeforms, basically everything on our planet
with the exception of insects.
Due to the role Cannabis played in discovering this system it was rightfully named the
endocannabinoid system. While we knew about the plant first – this cellular process has
been happening within us for millions of years. According to Dr. John McPartland, the system
started evolving as long ago as 600 million years back – when complex life meant a sponge.
There is evidence that a possible third CB receptor has still gone unidentified, thirteen years after
the CB2 receptor was initially discovered.
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Since then, we have found out that the endocannabinoid system is responsible for maintaining
many of our normal bodily functions – everything from helping to maintain healthy bone density
(as found in a study with mice and the previously mentioned “knockout mice”) to naturally
preventing diabetes – and that’s only the beginning.
It’s interesting to see how far we’ve come – fifty years ago THC had just been identified – now,
thanks to the discovery of that one cannabinoid we’ve discovered an entire molecular system
within our bodies that we never knew about.
Actually, the endocannabinoid system is possibly the single most important system within
our entire bodies – responsible for maintaining homeostasis. Basically, if our
endocannabinoid system is out-of-whack, your whole body could be at risk as it is
responsible for many of our normal day to day functions.
The possibilities that come with understanding the endocannabinoid system are practically
endless. This one system helps to regulate almost every aspect of our well-being – meaning if we
can learn to manipulate these receptors (with use of cannabinoids from Cannabis) we could
possibly have the answer to not only curing diseases, but preventing them altogether.
Is it so hard to think that if supplementing unbalanced naturally occurring endocannabinoids with
the cannabinoids from Cannabis is able to manage, relieve or control a condition (such as ALS,
Parkinson’s or Alzheimer’s) and even cure cancer – that it might be possible to use the same
process to prevent such conditions in the first place?
“I now believe the answer is yes. Research has shown that small doses of cannabinoids from
Cannabis can signal the body to make more endocannabinoids and build more cannabinoid
receptors. This is why many first-time Cannabis users don’t feel an effect, but by their second or
third time using the herb they have built more cannabinoid receptors and are ready to respond.
More receptors increase a person’s sensitivity to cannabinoids; smaller doses have larger effects,
and the individual has an enhanced baseline of endocannabinoid activity. I believe that small,
regular doses of Cannabis might act as a tonic to our most central physiologic healing system.” –
Dustin Sulak, DO (Taken from a blog post from NORML.org)
While there is not much specific scientific data to support these claims, it’s only a matter of time.
We’re learning more and more every year about Cannabis and the endocannabinoid system. Just
look at how far we’ve come in half a century – look at how differently Cannabis is viewed by
millennials versus how our grandparents viewed it at our age.
In the article by Sulak on NORML.org, there was a quote he used that particularly stuck out to
me…
“There were never so many able, active minds at work on the problems of disease as now, and
all their discoveries are tending toward the simple truth that you can’t improve on nature.” –
Thomas Edison, 1902
The thing here is, this is still 100% true today, over 100 years later. There are thousands of brilliant
men and women working in pharmaceuticals, working to create medicines to do exactly what
Cannabis is already capable of doing. Why do we (humans), always think we have a better way
to do things?
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Why do we have FDA approved drugs that mimic THC and are potentially stronger than naturally
occurring THC – yet the plant that gave way to that drug is considered a highly dangerous drug
with no medical value?
People are starting to see, however, that sometimes, the best solution is a natural one. One that
has been around and been used for thousands of years to treat conditions of all sorts. With the
understanding of the endocannabinoid system comes the chance to bring the truth about
Cannabis to light – finally allowing us to understand how one plant can have such a positive
impact on so many different ailments.
Now that we’ve all got a good understanding of exactly how the endocannabinoid system was
discovered through Cannabis, it will be easier to understand how the endocannabinoid system
works. So be on the look-out for the next installment – The Chemistry of Cannabinoids and the
Human Body – where we will look at how cannabinoids THC and CBD lock-on to the CB receptors,
in turn causing the medicinal benefits that people have come to trust over more traditional
medicines.”

Have questions, comments, concerns? Then, we’d like to talk to you. Please contact us
using any of the following means:

Be Well Farms™
Plowing the Past to Cultivate Our Future
Virtual Address: www.BeWellFarms.com
E-Mail: BeWellFarms@gmail.com
Phone: 1(509)888-5638
Physical Address:
120 Rolling Rock Road
Chelan, WA 98816
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